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1. Introduction. The aims of this work were 
(1) to establish a canonical theory of the nonparametric multiple 

integral problems with variable boundaries which is simpler than the 
Carathéodory theory [ l] and contains fewer variables; 

(2) to choose the canonical variables so that by specializing to 
simple integrals the theory reduces to the equations which are known 
from Carathéodory's textbook [2], and 

(3) to suppose from the beginning that the problem is of the 
Lagrange type, i.e. that there is a set of differential equations which 
the extremals must satisfy. 

The results obtained are stated in the following sections. 

2. The problem. Our problem is to minimize the integral 

(2.1) I I F(t«, x\ xia) f[dtK (i = 1, 2, • • • , n, a = 1, 2, • • • , m) 

taking into account the side conditions 

(2.2) Gp.(t
a
y x\ xia) - IV = 0 (p' = 1, 2, • • • , p, p < nm). 

So, we number 
(1) by greek indexes the independent variables, 
(2) by latin indexes the dependent variables, and 
(3) by greek indexes with accents the side conditions. 

To speak more exactly, (2.1), (2.2) is a family of variational problems 
with the parameters IV. Suppose that originally the side conditions 

(2.3) G,^«, *%**«) = 0 

are given. Then, it turns out to be advantageous to replace them from 
the beginning by the family of side conditions (2.2) thus introducing 
the parameters Tp> which later on are essential in the theory. 

Throughout, we suppose that 

(2.4) F > 0. 

1 Research work sponsored by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
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Original variables as xia have superscripts, canonical variables as 
y ai have subscripts. Derivatives are denoted inversely, e.g. 

(2.5) —— - * f a , - — = &\ 
dx%<* dyai 

The derivative of a determinant with respect to one of its elements 
is denoted by using subscripts; for example, 

n*\ dlap,l . . 
(2.6) — = |öp f f |M , . 

da pp 

For simplification, all functions are supposed to be analytic. 

3. The fundamental equations. As we have introduced the param
eter rp> in the side conditions (2.3), these parameters must also ap
pear in the equations of the m families of geodesicaliy equimembranal 
surfaces. Therefore, we replace Carathéodory's equations 5p(/a, x{) 
= const by 

(3.1) Sp(t
a, x\ rX ') = const. 

In a geodesic field, the fundamental equations are shown to be 

0 2 ) F- \S„ + S„0*'\=O, 

Fia + ifi'Gx'.i* - \SPt, + SPllx
l" \KaSKti = 0. 

In order to determine the Lagrangian multipliers /AX', the side condi
tions (2.2) must be adjoined. 

When the partial derivatives Sa,\ and Sa,i are looked upon as free 
variables we put 

(^^) Sa,\ = y<x\, Sa,i ~ yai-

For abbreviation, we define the functions 

(3.4) A = \ypa + yPixl° \ 

and 

(3.5) #(*-, x\ x™, M>', ya*t yai, I » = F + M
x'(Gx' - IV) - A. 

Then, the equations (3.2) and (2.2) which characterize a geodesic 
field can be written 

(3.6) *ia = 0, * , = 0, 

(3.7) $ = 0. 

The subscripts ia and p' mean differentiation with respect to xia 

and /xp'; see end of §2. 
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4. The Legendre condition in the original variables. I t is shown 
that the analogue of Carathéodory's Legendre condition can be stated 
as follows: Under the side conditions 

(4.1) Qsjfl* = 0 

the quadratic form 

(4.2) *<à.i/*far* 

must be positive definite. This requirement implies the inequality 

(4.3) 
*%ct,<r' 

5*0. 

5. Introduction of the canonical variables. We contrast the original 
variables 

(5.1) x**,»*' 

with the canonical variables 

(5.2) yai, I> . 

In order to fix relations between these two sets of quantities, we 
prescribe the equations 

(5.3) *ia = 0, 3y = 0 

which are a part of the system (3.6), (3.7) that characterizes a geo
desic field. If the Legendre condition (4.1), (4.2) holds the relations 
(5.3) can be solved for the original variables (5.1). In a geodesic field, 
they can be solved for the canonical variables (5.2). 

6. The analogue to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. If Legendre's 
condition holds the original variables (5.1) can be eliminated from 
the equations (3.6), (3.7), Thus, a relation 

(6.1) H ^ a S y ^ y a f c l V ) - 0 

is obtained, and, because of (3.3), 

/ dSa dSa \ 

(6.i) „ ( * . « . , - , - , r„)-o 
is the analogue to the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation. 
If $ = 0 the relations 

Fa + MX'GX<.« = - *H«> 

Fi + vfi'Gx'.i = - AH,-, 
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(6.4) 

hold where 

(6.5) 

A«x = AH«\ 

ju>' = AH"' 

A = 
ml^H^ + -̂H Î 

H^|(3/axH^ + ^ H - ) 

and, according to our conventions about indexes, 

(6.6) AaX = \yp<r + ypiX
l"\aX 

and 

(6.7) A«*= \ypo + yPi%u\a\^. 

7. The Legendre condition in the canonical variables. In order to 
abbreviate the notation, we contract the linear form 

(7.1) B^SaX + B**Sai 

to 

(7.2) B«(X'*>J«(x.o 

and the quadratic form 

(7.3) C«X'^aXS0M + C«X'%aX^i + C*'*"SaiSfr + C'WSaiSM 

to 

(7.4) &™-'MSa*ti)Sfi(,J>. 

With this convention, the Legendre condition in the canonical vari
ables can be stated as follows: Under the side conditions 

(7.5) 

the quadratic form 

^ H ^ . ' ^ o , , , ) = 0, 

JJa(X,*),/?(*,ƒ) SaiKti)Sfi^j) 

must have positive characteristic numbers except for p of them which 
are zero in consequence of the differential equations (2.2). The coeffi
cient X in (7.6) is given by (6.5). 
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8. The canonical differential equations and the Euler equations. 
An extremal which lies in a geodesic field satisfies the canonical 
differential equations 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

dx' 
Ha* = H a i , 

dP 

dypa 

dt» 

dyai 

dP* 

and the symmetry conditions 

(8.3) 
ay** 
dp 

dyai dxi dyav dyai dx'1 

dP dP* dt* dP* dP 

These equations are sufficient to characterize an extremal. They 
imply the differential equations (2.2) which are the side conditions 
of the Lagrangian problem, and the Euler equations 

(8.4) = Fi + M
x GXM-. 

dta 

9. Final remark. We also established a canonical theory of the 
parametric Lagrangian multiple integral problems with variable 
boundaries. So far as it is possible it resembles the above non-
parametric theory. Both theories, however, are independent from 
each other and show some essentially different features. 
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